
50.32% 78

49.68% 77

Q2 Pleaseselect your gender:
Answered: 155 Skipped: 0

Total 155

Male

Female
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40.00% 62

6.45% 10

53.55% 83

Q3 Please select from below options:
Answered: 155 Skipped: 0

Total 155

Adult Player

Junior Player

Parent/Guardian
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Q. 4 – How many years have you or your child played for Lane Cove FC?

Number of Years Number of Survey Respondents
1 51
2 35
3 16
4 5
5 12
6 7
7 2
8 3
9 10
10 + 20



1.94% 3

17.42% 27

18.06% 28

58.06% 90

12.26% 19

72.90% 113

5.81% 9

Q5 Please provide reasons why you chose
to be with Lane Cove FC:

Answered: 155 Skipped: 0

Total Respondents: 155  

Cost

Development
Squads

Facilities

Friends

Playing
Standard

Location

Other (please
specify)
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Answer Choices Responses

Cost

Development Squads

Facilities

Friends

Playing Standard

Location

Other (please specify)
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Q. 6 - Is there anything in particular you would like to see improved in the Club in 2017?

1 limit team sizes where possible to 2 reserves and ensure strong rotation of players through
the zones for all junior teams

2 Social events
3 Level of coaching
4 Cost, came from St Michaels & LCFC is very expensive in comparison. Skills development for

teenagers.
5 Happy with my team
6 Same coach for whole season, Presentation morning
7 Better targeted communication we already get so many emails so getting the info I need

would be great
8 Nothing
9 Improved/increased social media presence
10 Less focus on development squads
11 no
12 option to have paid coaches
13 My son is doing the nsfa holiday camp and if it's really friendly and fun. Previously he did the

kickstart camp and didn't enjoy it. My son is very keen on soccer but I'm concerned that the
development programs are with kickstart. The coaches allowed kids to stand on the side at
breaks and didn't try and get them playing with each other. Some of the coaches were really
nice obviously but there wasn't as happy or playful a feel to it.

14 The presentation day needs better organisation.
15 Get more children 's coaches and try to get the registration fee affordable
16 Better grading of lower grades (U6-10).  A simple dribble, swerve, shoot challenge would be

better than the game / dogs breakfast that I attended at the beginning of the 2016 season.
17 Prefer to have pottery green as practice venue
18 Better cohesion between all teams / improved club culture
19 Lower registration fees
20 Coaching management
21 More targeted communication for specific age groups
22 Keep uniform. Better coaching style and football techniques, strategies and training.
23 I would love to see more skill-based team forming. Also professional coaches.
24 Interaction between ALL AGES teams and SENIOR TEAMS
25 Greater interaction between the squads
26 Less focus on Development Squad more focus on Minis
27 better coaching which we are happy to pay for
28 No
29 More club wide or all age events
30 Improved sponsorship to provide more finances for the club to improve things like playing kits

and equipment.
31 Make more use of the facilities at Blackman, have a BBQ near the scout hall, even use the

kitchen facilities in the scout hall to sell deinks and other stuff.
32 all good
33 LCF Club Day presentations
34 no
35 Recruitment of more 045 players
36 No.
37 Team kitbag needs some newer gear and more of it.
38 no
39 Stronger coaching for the female development squad teams



40 Consistent game times and day week to week
41 N/A
42 No
43 Better coaching at senior levels. Specifically not a player who is also the coach.
44 All ran very smooth
45 More refs and lines men/women for lower div squads
46 Finals series actually being played
47 Grading of players
48 Social function organisation improved
49 Availability of coaching
50 No
51 Presentation day was not needed the kids can be given their trophy on the gala day.
52 Value for money & club unity. There are plenty of teams which demonstrate great

commitment to the club and have a great atmosphere at their games. Let's highlight them on
different weeks.

53 certified refs and linesmen for every game
54 trophy day
55 Pitch allocation
56 Issue with game sceduled over long weekend in holidays. Most of the team was away

including me.
57 We have had great experiences with LCFC
58 Div 5 organiser  be replaced by someone new.
59 no
60 more girls playing soccer
61 Better organisation of the club day at year end
62 U7 summer soccer
63 Better organisation on presentation day.
64 Club atmosphere across the all age teams. Raise the image of the top teams to be a

spectacle within the club and attract juniors / families to come watch and create an
atmosphere.

65 Merge with other clubs in 2066 postcode to provide larger pool of players
66 Better quality training kit - our balls were poor- all needed inflating every week, some not

worth using
67 Rostering consistency of home games
68 Reduced cost
69 Need coaching set up such that the kids can play in State Cup
70 a number of games were cancelled due to wet weather. Hope this can be addressed in the

future.
71 Grading for more than the top team!
72 nothing in particular regarding the club, but I would like Lane Cove council to maintain the

bathrooms at Blackman park. Often the restrooms are dirty, or there is no toilet paper, and
some doors already have locks that no longer work. Are there facilities for the home team
players to use on game day that are separate to general use?

73 More activities that involve the whole club
74 Mens All Ages don't train really late in the night
75 More games
76 No
77 More social interaction.  A Social night not a ball at the end of the season
78 More friendly intra-club team fixtures at training nights
79 no
80 /
81 Presentation day



82 Uniform ordering and delivery
83 Pricing
84 Access to balls
85 A MAA squad with no training slots to reduce fees
86 More respect and recognition of female soccer groups.
87 ppromotion of adult teams with parents of younger players
88 Trophy day is chaotic!
89 the cost
90 The trophy presentation day, it was better this year but it just feels like a free for all. A stage of

some description and a microphone wouldn't go amiss.
91 None
92 development teams should be able to change throughout the year if kids improve and need to

move up from A to B or visa versa.
93 Club house at Blackman so club gets social links / community spirit
94 No
95 To be recognized as being  NS Lightning
96 Keep uniform. Better coaching style and football techniques, strategies and training.
97 Better investment in the WAA program
98 Gala Day - that was a mess in terms of trophy handouts.
99 I would love to see the Div 3 and Div 4 have the opportunity of semi finals and grand finals
10
0

Not much yelling

10
1

Better training equipment and connection between the squads

10
2

Less focus on Development Squad more focus on Minis



Q7 How would you rate your overall
experience with the Club in 2016? (Where 1
is not satisfied at all and 5 being completely

satisfied.)
Answered: 143 Skipped: 12
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1
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Q8 How would you rate the club
administration in 2016? (Where 1 is not
satisfied at all and 5 being completely

satisfied.)
Answered: 143 Skipped: 12

2.10%
3

4.20%
6

16.78%
24

44.76%
64

32.17%
46

 
143
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37.06% 53

62.94% 90

Q9 Would you be prepared to stand for the
committee or assist the club in a volunteer

capacity in the future?
Answered: 143 Skipped: 12

Total 143

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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25.45% 14

50.91% 28

9.09% 5

9.09% 5

9.09% 5

0.00% 0

7.27% 4

Q10 What sub-committee would you be
interested in standing for?

Answered: 55 Skipped: 100

Volunteer -
Team Coach

Volunteer -
Team Manager

Committee -
Miniroos

Committee -
Juniors

Committee -
Mens All Age

Committee -
Girls

Committee -
Womens All Age

Committee -
Over 35s/45s

Committee -
Social...

Committee -
Sponsorship

Committee -
Development...

Committee -
Full Committee
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Answer Choices Responses

Volunteer - Team Coach

Volunteer - Team Manager

Committee - Miniroos

Committee - Juniors
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Committee - Girls

Committee - Womens All Age
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12.73% 7

10.91% 6

3.64% 2

5.45% 3

9.09% 5

Total Respondents: 55  

Committee - Over 35s/45s

Committee - Social Functions

Committee - Sponsorship

Committee - Development Squads

Committee - Full Committee
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82.52% 118

17.48% 25

Q11 Do you have any particular skills which
you would be prepared to share with the

Club in an advisory capacity – e.g.
marketing, administration, social media
networks, graphic design, audio visual,

catering etc.
Answered: 143 Skipped: 12

Total 143

No

Yes - such as:

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

No

Yes - such as:
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Q12 Did you / your child receive adequate
playing time? (Where 1 is not at all and 5

being adequate time received.)
Answered: 137 Skipped: 18

1.46%
2

1.46%
2

7.30%
10
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31

67.15%
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Q13 Were you satisfied with the grading
process for you / your child? (Where 1 is
not satisfied at all and 5 being completely

satisfied.)
Answered: 137 Skipped: 18

5.11%
7

7.30%
10

15.33%
21

30.66%
42

41.61%
57

 
137

 
3.96

(no label)
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Q14 Are you satisfied with the coaching
level for you / your child? (where 1 is not

satisfied at all and 5 being completely
satisfied.)

Answered: 137 Skipped: 18

2.19%
3

5.11%
7

20.44%
28

29.93%
41

42.34%
58
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4.05
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Q15 Are you satisfied with the level of skills
training / improvement for you / your child
in the season? (Where 1 is not satisfied at

all and 5 being completely satisfied.)
Answered: 137 Skipped: 18

2.92%
4

3.65%
5

25.55%
35

35.04%
48

32.85%
45
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 1 2 3 4 5 Total Weighted Average
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Q. 16 - Do you have any additional feedback re: player development / coaching?

1 Kickstart are doing a good job in their initial years
2 2 of my children played development so very happy with the coaching. Third child played U14 and

had to go to the NSFA skills training in Lindfield as was not really getting much out of team training
with LCFC

3 Nil
4 Losing Luke was a blow. He was a very good coach for young boys.
5 Previous season was much better than last
6 no
7 Yes see previous comment
8 Everything is fine , but I would like to see the same coach for kids the whole year. This is really

important for every kid to develop their skills. Having diferent coaches it will make the kids
confused.

9 More training for parent referees. I was the only parent in my sons U8 team who was prepared to
referee games.

10 Coaching skills need to be developed
11 Need more use of younger (under 18's to seniors)
12 The professional coaches eho assisted at the start of the season were great
13 Coaching style, strategies and training needs to improve.
14 As mentioned, I would love more clarity and transparency into grading / future development path etc
15 Would like the 035/45s to get specific feedback on ways to improve.  Thought Gregg Dwyer did an

outstanding job in running the coaching sessions
16 Fantastic to have the professional coaching involved for the early part of the season - great initiative

to upskill the kids!
17 less focus on development squads
18 I thought the coach (Craig Keen) was good and provided a lot of insight into strategy
19 Maybe not enough option for the old guys  (O35) development ; )
20 Coaching was very one dimensional and repetitive
21 The optional extra goalie training was really good
22 No
23 Coach was very passionate and inclusive.
24 I coached the team (U6), the kick started helped, although I felt some of the drills were too

complicated for complete beginners.
25 Coaches should have the power to bench people that dont turn up to training on regular basis
26 Michael Almond is the best coach
27 Availability of a coach for senior squads
28 Player development becomes less important in the older divisions but coaching can really change

the experience for a player. I think some consideration should be made as to whether all age teams
have a coach as opposed to a player coach. I have no qualms with with my coach and he's a great
friend but i feel it's often difficult to fill both capacities from an objective standpoint.

29 We had a great experience for the past 2 years within the Development Squad - thanks for
providing this opportunity.

30 NA
31 Provisional grading in Dev Squads was good idea, coach was brilliant and very supportive,

extremely pleased with EOY result. Thanks for a great season..
32 MAA1 coach was very good this year and had the appropriate level of experience, tactical

knowledge and strategy for our team to compete at the highest level. He was very motivated and an
improvement on previous MAA1 coaches.

33 prefer professional coaching
34 At the start of the season I was very worried for WAA1 in regards to coaching, but in the end this

issue was resolved and we had a coach which suited our team a lot more. Thank you Lane Cove for
listening to the players and taking our views into consideration.



35 Michael Almond is the best
36 I hope div 3 reserves don't get crushed
37 More ball time with correct size balls
38 No
39 If a development squad plays one season and the players are at the same level don't abandon that

team to create a whole new team. Keep that team together swap in a few players where necessary
to have players at the same level. Create new teams with new players registering  ( development
squad pacific )

40 Great season
41 I think pairs of junior teams should pair up for training.
42 The split of players between div 4 and div 3 was not very adequate.
43 NA
44 it was great :)
45 Beginning of the season has some terrible coach issues for WAA. I had 3 different coaches and the

communication was insulting. Luckily, referred from a friend, we had a wonderful coach with
Michael Kennedy. WAA should get finals and should be included on LC facebook results each
week.

46 No
47 no
48 Teach proper kicking techniques
49 Having professional coaches at training was great but we felt they were too thinly spread across so

many teams training at the one time that it was hard to get the most benefit from their knowledge.
50 I really appreciated my son being placed in a team with his cousins as requested. The logistics of

getting him to games and training was much easier because of this - thank you!
51 where coaches for lightning have 2 teams they should stay with the older team rather than the

younger team, our coach was not with the boys on gala day it was very disappointing
52 My son was in the development squad blue and we were informed and the beginning of the season

that the boys would rotate positions. He however was rarely rotated or if he was it was from left
back to centre or right back. we understand that he is a great defender but would of been nice to
play in other positions, he felt like he did not have much ball time and would like to try out for other
clubs next year as a result

53 Coach to be available for each game for dev squad
54 Coaching style, strategies and training needs to improve.
55 Loved having the Little Kickers crew come in for more weeks this year.  very helpful in the structure.
56 Michael Kennedy was fantastic, I think he is great for the club.
57 Better coaching retains the better players so train up more people when possible.
58 Grading for non development seems to be an afterthought



25.74% 35

22.79% 31

65.44% 89

60.29% 82

9.56% 13

11.03% 15

Q17 Where do you typically get your club
information from (tick all that apply)?

Answered: 136 Skipped: 19

Total Respondents: 136  

Word of Mouth

Website

Club Email

Manager / Coach

Newsletter

Social Media
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56.62% 77

15.44% 21

12.50% 17

15.44% 21

Q18 How often would you like to receive
information from the Club?

Answered: 136 Skipped: 19

Total 136

Needs basis

Weekly

Fortnightly

Monthly
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Q19 How do you rate overall quality of club
communication? (Where 1 is not satisfied at

all and 5 being completely satisfied)
Answered: 136 Skipped: 19
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Q. 20 - Do you have any comments regarding club communication?

1 Is there a Newsletter?
2 It has improved but timeliness  can still be an issue
3 It's really good
4 Use Facebook in addition to email
5 I provided feedback during the season that some email coms came out wrong to my regular PC

email; possibly because they had been created on something other than a PC.
6 Need more uptodate info re weekly draws
7 The coaches and the team got to communicate about skills and what needed to improve the right

way. Not the 5mins before the real game.
8 Be good to have a regular newsletter
9 It's now about 100 times better than it used to be!
10 Much improved this year
11 Thalia Child is a legend.
12 As an idea - playing for Northern Tigers / Manly United in the past there was a weekly newsletter

with a brief write up on each team's performance. This could be completed by a member of each
squad and compiled weekly for the facebook page / newsletter / email? Could help promote club
interest / atmosphere?

13 Teamer is great
14 timetable fro matches need to be put out earlier - we need to figure out logistics when you have a

few kids
15 I find the amount of club communication I receive is a good amount. I personally ready the emails

that I receive from the club president, and find that I am always up to date. I also would like to thank
Lane Cove for using email communication, rather than sending paper variants.

16 Much better now than in previous years
17 A one-stop-shop  website would be nice.
18 I paid for North Shore Lightning - mail came from LC originally was at Chatswood Rangers.
19 The coaches and the team got to communicate about skills and what needed to improve the right

way. Not the 5mins before the real game.
20 Thalia Child was fantastic regarding club communication. Whilst I didn't try to communicate higher

than Thalia, some of my team members did and I understand they were very disappointed.
21 Needs more



Q21 How informative do you find the LCFC
Website? (Where 1 is not informative and 5

is completely informative).
Answered: 136 Skipped: 19
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Q. 22 - Lane Cove FC 2016

1 not really  it's good and much improved on previous years - thnx
2 It feels very dated not easy to use responsive design with full mobile would be good  too much is

passed to the managers when a lot more could be automated
3 Remove dependence on the NSFA website for draw and result information as its rubbish
4 very hard to navigate
5 I would like to be able to have a "dummy" intro to what options are available for training at different

age groups
6 update on results and a bit of personality
7 you need a better draw update and age co-ordinators in minis
8 interactive calendar to show all event could be usefull
9 Links to GALA day rules

10 Never been to the website
11 Only use NSFA for info
12 Not website related but the newsletters have been good
13 maybe a blog to share ideas between coaches
14 More info on current lane cove teams and results
15 Addition of a search bar to the homepage. I often go to the site for specific information and

navigating the page would be much easier with this sort of funcationality
16 make the weekly draw and results more prominent
17 Update better on a rainy day. Did not like higher grades forced lower grade off the pitch after rain.
18 Age Co-ordinators
19 Don't know, don't use it..
20 very busy - clean it up and make it simple
21 Add more photos of the facilities / matches in action / teams / socials etc. on the page. Photos of

Blackman Park synthetic on the front page would be a selling point to many players considering
joining. Perhaps some video footage of miniroos training or all age matches etc. to make the site
more interactive?

22 cannot navigate to get to timetable / schedule
23 I think it has all the information I need!
24 Regular action photos from games. Player interviews?
25 Navigation and functionality - e.g. a calendar - could be improved
26 I didnt know we have a website. I use the WAA facebook page.
27 add North Shore Lightning
28 I don't use the site - would rather more attention being spend on the draw website.
29 Website is a bit dated. A more modern professional website would make a big difference



Q23 How would you rate the importance of
social functions?

Answered: 134 Skipped: 21
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Q24 If the club is to run any of the following
functions please indicate your likelihood of

attending.
Answered: 134 Skipped: 21
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Q. 25 - Do you have any comments regarding social events run/managed by the Club in 2016?

1 The ball is not very popular. Take a leaf out of the rugby club and host an end of year casual social
2 I think the rugby afl teams do a better job need to get more involvement from the pro teams in the

area with more fun things for the kids
3 The U8 etc Gala day was well run and efficient (not much waiting around); the jumping castles were

a great idea
4 Everything runs smoothly.
5 Team trips to A-league match
6 I have assisted with night of nights for a number of years.  Would like to explore if we could use the

facilities at Blackman to have a function - get a band and make a night of it.
7 Get function together for entire club to show pathway
8 You need to stage things locally to make it easy to walk home create community atmosphere
9 The LCFC Presentation Day was not clearly organised. I have no idea who presented the trophies

to our boys. The presentation was a bottleneck and rushed.
10 Things where the kids can attend
11 Team managers/captains/coaches need to be targeted and more involved to get their teams there
12 It was disappointing there was no ball
13 Alcohol free events would be great.
14 Club Day didn't appeal to kids - more formal presentation makes them feel special.
15 Club day should occur early in the season rather than after it has finished. Could have mixed

matches (gender / age) and run a mini tournament to promote team integration across the club.
Should run a ladies day event on a day that a few men's teams play at Blackman and vice versa for
the women's team that could end at the diddy in a social?

16 Enjoyed end of season for over 45s
17 I was very excited to attend the ball this year, and was disappointed that due to some of the parents

of younger players, the location was changed to better suit their needs. For some reason not
enough tickets sold, and it may be that none of the parents actually bought tickets, and
unfortunately the event was cancelled. I believe if parents would like to have an event, something
could be organised for them separately.

18 You're killin it- sorry people arent dedicated
19 Presentation night is amazing
20 Preso night was really nice. Ball being cancelled was sad but i think the price made it impossible for

many people in our team to join.
21 Presentation day very disorganised and a bit of a let down for the kids who were expecting a proper

presentation with announcement / names / clapping etc
22 The end of season event is a fizzer. Clubs like Chatswood have a BIg Day Out which is much better
23 Make them free to attend with own purchases of drinks, maybe organise a bbq.
24 Thalia did a wonderful job and organising WAA events. Our team in div 3 hardly knew each other

and she helped to organise outings quite quickly, and also amongst all womens divisions.
25 good
26 Better organised trophy presentations
27 The 035/45s evening was excellent
28 Gala Day was disappointing first time for us with this club
29 The Gala Day was a bit of a shambles to be honest in terms of the setup for trophy handouts.  Very

inefficient compared to LCJAFL and LCJRU.
30 The end of season preso was great.
31 Need to utilise the facilities at Blackman park every match day



Q26 Do you think the fees represent a fair
value for money? (Where 1 is not fair at all

and 5 being completely fair.)
Answered: 133 Skipped: 22
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80.30% 106

0.00% 0

0.76% 1

0.76% 1

3.03% 4

15.15% 20

Q27 How likely is it that you will return to
play for LCFC in 2017? If not please give

your reason.
Answered: 132 Skipped: 23

Total 132
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Q. 28 - Do you have any other comments regarding the 2016 season with Lane Cove Football Club?

1 Enjoyable and improvement noted under Nikita's coaching but the kids need to go to a further level
next year to really see benefits accruing

2 Gals day was a big disappointment with only two short games kit return day is a waste of time move
kit return to the plaza rather than Blackman and hVe something to attract the folk for next year

3 Lightning hit the spot - perfect balance
4 It was a fun season
5 Parking at Blackman park is a disaster
6 It's a great club! By the way I think some people may get confused answering the survey on mobile

or feels like putting one gives the tiop rating as it's higher on the page.
7 Just the coach doesn't know how to deal with players and train then the right way.
8 Think the grading for 45s will have to be looked at.  With only one win between the squad the

grading was clearly not appropriate.
9 Great GROUNDS!

10 You need to use the Blackman facilities like the canteen to raise funds for the Club and create an
atmosphere each game day

11 For the price of registration we should at least get kit
12 Appears to be much better organised this year. the NSFA Gala Day was also very good.
13 What a club!
14 Steve Prescott is particularly passionate and inclusive.
15 Committee needs better support
16 Best season so far, Kenny was an amazing coach for Lane Cove Thunder
17 Thankyou very much to all of those involved and running the Club.   Unfortunately due to a high

level of volunteer commitment I have else where I cannot help, but in coming years would certainly
consider helping out.

18 Fees are too high,  dont like lower grades pushed off the pitch if it rains so higher grades can play.
Div 5 had a terrible team organiser.

19 too much focus on development squads
20 Loved playing on lots of astro-turf
21 Great to be playing again after decades
22 Thanks to the Committee for all they do.  It is appreciated .
23 coaches to be encouraged to have a debrief session after each game;
24 I had a wonderful time this season, as always. In regards to NSFA, I was dissapointed that the

WAA1 season was a bit disjointed due to NSFA Cup games being scheduled and taken in higher
regard to our season games. This meant we paid a lot of money to play a lot of friendly games as
well. I am proud of the club I play for, and will always recommend Lane Cove to my friends when
they ask about starting to play football again. I would also like to thank Thalia Child, our womens
coordinator, for in her first year as coordinator has already made so many changes. Together with
the club, she will bring womens football to a higher standard at LC and I am looking forward to
playing in the years to come!

25 Worth driving from Terrey Hills to play for them
26 Too few games
27 Thanks to Steve, Hamish, the admin staff, and everyone else who did so much again this year. It is

much appreciated.
28 Too many development teams
29 Women had 3 divisions in all age- that should be celebrated and included in fb results as on emails

(not just div 1). Fight more for womens finals and field time for training.
30 Every other sport my sons play we get free kit eg cricket, rugby and basketball. Soccer we have to

buy the socks and shorts.
31 It was great, thank you for all your hard work!
32 Great year, thanks LCFC HQ
33 need to recognize North Shore Lightning as we paid a lot of money to join



34 I would like to see more efforts for a junior Girls Comp.  My daughter played G9 and had a great
time.  Other organizations like Linfield etc... fielded multiple teams in our comp; I don't know if it has
to do with promoting the comp, but I think more could be done to engage girls to join in.

35 It was fun.
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